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EVERYTHING IS RIGGED.
Every institution in America is sold out, corrupted and politically rigged to favor Big
Government and Big Business. "America is a lost country," explains Paul Craig Roberts.
"The total corruption of every public and the private institution is complete. Nothing
remains but tyranny. And lies. Endless lies."

…. big lie across every sector of society, from vaccines and GMOs to elections and

politics. The federal government itself is incapable of doing anything other than lying,
and it has totally corrupted the entire realm of science by pulling the strings of funding
via the National Institutes of Health and the NSF.

…. The FDA is entirely corrupt, as is the USDA. Both function now as little more than

marketing propaganda pushers for Big Pharma and Big Biotech.
…. Similarly, Google, Facebook and Twitter are all rigged, too, censoring the voices
they don't want anyone to hear while highlighting the establishment lies they wish to
promote.
…• All science is distorted into absurd, politically-motivated conclusions about
everything the government wants to use to control the masses: Vaccines, climate
change, GMOs, fluoride, flu shots, chemical agriculture, carbon dioxide and so on.

…• Every branch of medicine is hijacked by globalist agendas to make sure medicine
never makes anyone healthier, more alert or more cognitively capable of thinking for
themselves.
…• Any true reports that contradict any official narrative are immediately censored.
…• All voices of truth are silenced, then replaced by meaningless, distracting babble
(Kardashians) or meaningless, tribal sports competitions (the Rio Olympics). The point
is to dumb down the entire population to the point of cultural lunacy.
…• Emotions are used as weapons to manipulate the masses.

…

What exactly is rigged?

• Every federal agency (EPA, FDA, etc.)
• The entire justice system (makes a total farce of real justice)
• Academia (all public universities)
• EPA's "safe" limits on pesticides (all rigged by Big Biotech)
• Food and food labeling (all run by corrupt food companies)
• Public education (rigged into Common Core anti-knowledge idiocy)
• Government economics figures and statistics
• Medicine and pharmaceuticals (rigged to maximize profits)
• Big Science (totally rigged by government agenda pushers)
• The rule of law (rigged in favor of the rich and powerful)
• Infectious disease and the CDC (a constant stream of lies)
• Climate change science (all a grand science hoax)

• History (what you are taught is mostly a lie)
• Government grants (only given out to those who further the agenda)
• Government bids (only awarded to those who kick back funds to corrupt officials)
• Consciousness and free will (we are all taught consciousness doesn't exist)
• Ethnobotany (medicinal and spiritual use of healing plants)
• The origin of the universe (the official narrative is a laughable fairy tale)

……ARE YOU THE people who are tired of being cheated, censored, punished,
stolen from and lied to about everything under the sun? If you're tired of everything
being rigged, this November vote against the rigged system by voting…..
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